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Purpose: To identify the factors responsible for the poor validity of the most common
aniseikonia tests, which involve size comparisons of red–green stimuli presented
haploscopically.
Methods: Aniseikonia was induced by afocal size lenses placed before one eye.
Observers compared the sizes of semicircles presented haploscopically via color filters.
The main factor under study was viewing mode (free viewing versus short
presentations under central fixation). To eliminate response bias, a three-response
format allowed observers to respond if the left, the right, or neither semicircle
appeared larger than the other. To control decisional (criterion) bias, measurements
were taken with the lens-magnified stimulus placed on the left and on the right. To
control for size–color illusions, measurements were made with color filters in both
arrangements before the eyes and under binocular vision (without color filters).
Results: Free viewing resulted in a systematic underestimation of lens-induced
aniseikonia that was absent with short presentations. Significant size–color illusions
and decisional biases were found that would be mistaken for aniseikonia unless
appropriate action is taken.
Conclusions: To improve their validity, aniseikonia tests should use short
presentations and include control conditions to prevent contamination from
decisional/response biases. If anaglyphs are used, presence of size–color illusions
must be checked for.
Translational relevance: We identified optimal conditions for administration of
aniseikonia tests and appropriate action for differential diagnosis of aniseikonia in the
presence of response biases or size–color illusions. Our study has clinical implications
for aniseikonia management.
Introduction
Aniseikonia is a binocular condition by which the
perceived size of an object differs between the eyes,
often caused by the retinal images of the object
differing in size between the eyes. Different retinal
image sizes occur naturally in near vision for objects
located at meaningfully different distances from each
eye1,2 but differences in perceived size can also be due
to anatomical, optical, or neural differences between
the eyes.3 Within a range, optical correction of
measured aniseikonia is feasible. Early instruments
designed to measure aniseikonia were the Ophthalmo-
Eikonometer (OE)4,5 and the Space Eikonometer
(SE),6 which are complex instruments including a
head rest, rigidly fixed cells for trial lenses, and a
display device. The OE does not seem to have ever
entered production, whereas production of the SE
was discontinued decades ago. These instruments are
nowadays rarely available in clinical practice.
Simpler aniseikonia tests were proposed soon
afterward7,8 whose use is rarely reported and whose
validity was, to our knowledge, never established. An
alternative whose use is often reported is the New
Aniseikonia Test (NAT).9,10 The NAT uses a printed
set of red and green semicircles (anaglyphs) of
different relative sizes that patients view haploscopi-
cally with red–green glasses to select the pair in which
both semicircles are perceptually equal in size. The
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booklet where anaglyphs are printed (at six per page)
is held at reading distance and no complex instrument
is required to deliver the stimuli. A validity study
showed that the NAT underestimates natural anisei-
konia as well as aniseikonia induced with size lenses
(henceforth, lens-induced aniseikonia) by a factor of
approximately 3.11 The underestimation was con-
firmed later12,13 but its cause remained unknown. A
tiny part of it can be attributed to an unnoticed design
error in the NAT: the Plus Aniseikonia Series was
created by reducing the size of the test (green)
semicircle by some specified percentages, and these
reductions are incorrectly taken directly as the
amount of aniseikonia. If the pair is selected in which
the test semicircle is x% smaller, the amount of
aniseikonia is not x because an image reduced by x%
must be enlarged instead by y% to regain its original
size, with y¼ 100x/(100 x). The resultant nonlinear
underestimation, y x, varies with x as x2/(100 x),
which is less than the reported amount (e.g.,
aniseikonia measured as 10% with the NAT would
actually be 11.11%, which represents underestimation
by a factor of only 1.1).
A more recent alternative is the Aniseikonia Inspec-
tor (AI),14 a test based on anaglyphs similar to those
making up the NAT but administered via computer.
Three versions of the AI were developed over the years.
Version 1 reproduced the video test of McCormack et
al.,11 where unlimited time is given tomanipulate the size
of one of the semicircles until it matches subjectively the
size of the other. In Version 2, semicircles were replaced
with rectangles, unlimited inspection time was replaced
with short presentations, and the method of adjustment
was replaced with a task in which observers indicate
whether the left, the right, or neither rectangle is
subjectively larger than the other. The measure of
aniseikonia then arises from fitting a two-parameter
psychometric function to the data via treatment of
‘‘equal’’ responses as half ‘‘left’’ and half ‘‘right.’’ Finally,
Version 3 defaults back to unlimited presentation time
although the option for short presentations is still
available, with no other major changes.
Studies on the validity of the AI offer conflicting
results. In principle, the video test11 motivating the AI
Version 1 proved valid. In the same line, de Wit14
reported accurate measurements of lens-induced anis-
eikonia in the horizontal, vertical, and oblique meridia
with the AI Version 1. Analogous results were reported
for a custom-made computerized test15 that resembles
the video test11 and the AI Version 1. In contrast,
Rutstein et al.16 reported for the AI Version 1 a
meaningful underestimation with respect to the expect-
ed amount of lens-induced aniseikonia and also with
respect to measurements obtained with the SE in the
horizontal and vertical meridia in the light and in the
dark. This underestimation was lower in magnitude
than that reported byMcCormack et al.11 for the NAT:
the slope of the relation of measured to lens-induced
aniseikonia with the AI Version 1 was 0.67 in the
vertical meridian and 0.58 in the horizontal meridian.
Underestimation of lens-induced aniseikonia with the
AI Version 1 has been reported in other studies.17–19
Version 2, on the other hand, seemed to overestimate
aniseikonia instead.18 Finally, the only published study
employing Version 3 has reported acceptably accurate
measurements of lens-induced aniseikonia in the short
presentation mode with central fixation.20
Misestimation of aniseikonia has been claimed to be
clinically irrelevant21–23 because further checks can be
conducted before or after prescribing iseikonic specta-
cle lenses, although the process is lengthy and may be
expensive. Yet, identifying the cause of the underesti-
mation in the NAT and the AI Version 1 as well as the
cause of the conflicting patterns of misestimation
across versions of the AI is a problem whose solution
could render improved tests that save time and costs to
patients in clinical practice, also helping to prevent
analogous problems that might arise in the use of
psychophysical methods for the assessment of other
visual functions. Identifying the causes of underesti-
mation of the NAT and the AI (and, by contrast, the
reasons that the OE and the SE provide accurate
measurements) can also contribute to a better under-
standing of the perceptual aspects of aniseikonia and,
thus, lead to better treatment options.
The goal of this research was to identify the causes
of these patterns of misestimation and to identify the
conditions (method, stimuli, viewing mode, etc.) for
accurate measurements of aniseikonia. The protocol
for data collection used in this study is more thorough
than those in the NAT or the AI, and permits the
separation of sensory and decisional influences (crite-
rion bias) on performance. Also, data analyses are
carried out separately for each observer, as group data
typically obscure rather than clarify the outcomes.24
The next three sections describe the reasons justifying
the choices made in the design of the study, namely
viewing conditions, stimulus characteristics, and psy-
chophysical procedure.
Viewing Conditions
Comparative judgments of the size of two objects
can be made using direct perceptual estimates of size
or using indirect correlates of size. A simple demon-
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stration will highlight some issues that are relevant to
our subsequent discussion. Looking through an afocal
size lens, readers can see for themselves the perceptual
effects described next. The demonstration involves
closing one eye and placing the size lens stably before
the other eye in such a way that it magnifies only the
right side of the scene. The picture in Figure 1a shows
the resultant percept when the optical axis of the size
lens projects onto a point near the vertical center of
the sheet on the wall. In these conditions, the right side
of the sheet seems vertically larger and, importantly,
moving the eyes up or down does not alter this percept
as long as the optical axis of the size lens projects onto
the same point. In other words, changes of visual axis
(determined by the position of the eyes) do not alter
the appearance of the percept, which is only deter-
mined by the optical axis of the (external) size lens. If
the optical axis of the lens aims instead at the top or at
the bottom edges of the sheet, the percept will change
as illustrated in Figures 1b or 1c: the top edge or the
bottom edge appears aligned across left and right sides
of the scene whereas the other edge appears separated.
Eye movements do not alter these percepts either. This
illustration shows that (isotropic) optical magnifica-
tion can be described as occurring around a center of
expansion determined by the projection of the optical
axis of the magnifier onto the object plane. At the
center of expansion, the magnified and unmagnified
sides of the scene appear perceptually aligned. The
center of expansion readily identified in this illustra-
tion has bearings on size comparisons when magnified
and unmagnified images are each seen with one eye
but sharing some spatial anchor, as in stimuli used in
current aniseikonia tests.
Now consider the conventional haploscopic con-
ditions created in the NAT or the AI (in which each
eye sees only one of the objects whose sizes are to be
compared) in a situation in which aniseikonia is
nonmeridional and caused by optical factors residing
in or on the eye (so that optical and visual axes as
Figure 1. Illustration of the center of expansion of a magnifying lens, determined by the projection of its optical axis onto the object
plane. Viewing is assumed to be monocular with the size lens placed stably before the eye in a way that it magnifies only the right side of
the scene. (a) With the lens aiming at the vertical center of the sheet on the wall (upper sketch, not to scale), expansion of the right side of
the scene occurs outward from that point so that the top and bottom edges of the sheet on the right side appear to extend vertically
beyond the corresponding edges on the left side. (b) With the lens tilted so that it aims at the top edge (upper sketch, not to scale), the top
edge appears aligned on both sides of the scene and the expansion of the right side makes the bottom edge appear to be located farther
down in comparison with the same edge on the left side. (c) With the lens tilted to aim at the bottom edge instead (upper sketch, not to
scale), the opposite effect occurs and now the bottom edges appear aligned on both sides, whereas the top edge is misaligned across
sides of the scene.
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defined above move together when the eyes move).
Equivalently, consider aniseikonia caused by specta-
cle lenses placed outside the eyes but in a situation in
which eye movements are accompanied by adjust-
ments of head position, so that optical and visual axes
again move together. Although optical and visual
axes could indeed be dissociated when aniseikonia is
caused by external lenses (giving rise to the distinction
between static and dynamic aniseikonia),25 coordi-
nated eye–head movements are a natural occurrence
presumably aimed at bringing the eyes back to the
primary position of gaze.26
Figure 2 illustrates the effects that changes in
bilateral fixation location that also displace the center
of expansion have when the stimuli are rectangles for a
hypothetical patient with þ10% aniseikonia affecting
the haploscopic perception of the right rectangle.
When the rectangles are physically identical (Fig. 2a),
fixation at the geometrical center of the configuration
results in the right rectangle appearing in peripheral
vision to extend beyond the top and bottom edges of
the left rectangle (Fig. 2b); if the patient then gazes to
the top of the configuration to confirm the impression
obtained peripherally, both rectangles would appear
aligned at their top (Fig. 2c); evidence of alignment at
the bottom would also be obtained when the patient
gazes to the bottom of the configuration (Fig. 2d). A
patient who scans the stimulus to gather the evidence
needed to make a size judgment will have a hard time
reconciling the conflicting perceptual information
obtained peripherally and foveally across fixation
locations: the right rectangle seems larger peripherally
(Fig. 2b) but the top and bottom edges of both
rectangles are foveally perceived to be aligned (Figs.
2c, d). Conflicting perceptual information arises also in
a configuration that physically compensates for
aniseikonia (Fig. 2e). In this case, rectangles would
appear equal in length when fixation is on the center of
the configuration (Fig. 2f), but fixations at the
extremes would reveal foveally that the top and
bottom edges of the right rectangle are located inwards
relative to the edges of the left rectangle (Figs. 2g, h).
The preceding discussion assumed that the per-
ceived size of the right rectangle is 10% larger than that
of an identical rectangle on the left. Similar consider-
ations apply when the right rectangle has instead a
smaller perceived size (i.e., if aniseikonia is 10%),
except that the strength of the conflicting evidence may
differ. In general, such strength varies with the vertical
angular subtense of the rectangles. If angular subtense
is small, peripherally obtained information would me
more reliable perceptually and, thus, fixation at the
center (Fig. 2b) would provide dependable peripheral
evidence of a larger size for the right rectangle whereas
fixation at the extremes (Figs. 2c, d) would reveal
alignment at the fixated extreme along with differences
in size at the other extreme, seen farther peripherally. If
the angular subtense is instead large, central fixations
(Fig. 2b) may simply give a weaker peripheral
impression of differences in size whereas fixations at
the extremes (Figs. 2c, d) will only provide evidence of
alignment at the foveated extreme: The other extreme
falls too far out into the periphery to provide usable or
reliable evidence of size.
It is unclear how observers will handle this
conflicting information to make their judgments,
whether they will use a consistent criterion across
presentations, or whether all observers will handle it
Figure 2. Perceived image under aniseikonia varies with fixation
location when changes in fixation also relocate the optical axis.
This illustration assumes a 10% magnification altering the
haploscopically perceived size of the right rectangle. (a) Sample
physical stimulus in which the two rectangles have the same size.
(b–d) Perceived images when fixation location varies as indicated
by the crosses. (e) Sample physical stimulus in which the right
rectangle is shorter so as to become equal in length when
magnified by 10%. (f–h) Perceived images when fixation location
varies as indicated by the crosses. Fixation at the center of the
configuration conveys size information, which must be judged
with peripheral vision; fixation at the top or bottom edges of the
configuration conveys alignment information and discloses what
the physical reality of the stimulus is at the foveated points, which
can be translated into size judgments that will contradict the
judgments arising from central fixations. At the same time, and
provided the physical width of both rectangles is identical, the
magnified rectangle also has a larger perceived width, which
further complicates judgments of size.
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identically. If observers relied more on global size
judgments gathered via peripheral information upon
central fixations, aniseikonia could be measured as
accurately as the testing conditions and psychophys-
ical procedure allow; yet, if they inferred size using
also alignment information gathered via foveal
evidence upon fixations at the edges, aniseikonia
would be underestimated because judgments of size
would be biased toward the physical reality of the
stimulus. It is interesting to note that underestimation
of lens-induced aniseikonia has been reported for the
two tests (the NAT and the AI Version 1) in which
presentation time is unlimited and observers are
allowed (or requested) to scan the configurations
without restraining head movements or otherwise
ensuring a fixed center of expansion (which would
certainly vary with head movements, as size lenses in
those validity studies were placed on a trial frame
worn by observers). In these conditions, test results
will be greatly affected by whether or not observers’
scanning strategies keep a fixed center of expansion.
The left-eye and right-eye images are perceptually
misaligned when the center of expansion is not at the
fixation point, something that has been incorrectly
referred to as fixation disparity.14 The AI includes
functionality to shift the left- and right-eye stimuli
relative to one another to restore perceived alignment,
but this strategy is effective only until the center of
expansion is relocated again by head movements.
This research tested the conjecture that viewing
conditions are a major determinant of the accuracy of
size comparisons used to measure aniseikonia caused
by optical factors. Data were thus collected in
conditions in which presentation time was very short
(so as to prevent observers from scanning the stimulus
and changing the center of expansion) or unlimited and
with instructions to scan the stimulus and check for
alignment (so as to bring in the effects of changes in the
center of expansion). It should be noted that measure-
ments taken with the OE or the SE are free of these
effects, for two reasons. First, the center of expansion
is fixed in these instruments: lenses are placed in cells
that are rigidly attached to the instrument, which in
turn keeps a fixed position relative to the stimulus
plane. Second, measurements are not based on
judgments of size but on the consequences of different
image sizes on perceived alignment (in the OE)4,5 or on
distortion of binocular space perception (in the SE).6,27
This may explain why measurements of lens-induced
aniseikonia with the SE are more accurate than those
obtained with the NAT or with the AI.
Stimulus Shape, Color, and Binocular Fusion
The semicircular stimuli used in the NAT and in
the AI Version 1 have two desirable characteristics.
One is that semicircles of different diameters are
scaled in both spatial dimensions. Thus, overall and
isotropic magnification of a small semicircle brings its
size and shape to match exactly those of a larger
semicircle. The second characteristic is that two
semicircles facing each other do not superimpose by
dilation and translation, making binocular fusion of
the haploscopic percept impossible.
Rectangular stimuli in Version 2 and Version 3 of
the AI lack these characteristics. Magnification of the
physically shorter rectangle will make its length match
that of the other rectangle, but their widths will then
differ; some observers may thus be tempted to make
their judgments weighing also the perceived widths of
the rectangles perifixation, rather than using only
perceived lengths judged with peripheral vision. Use
of this joint criterion would result in overestimation,
as there would be a bias toward the configuration in
which rectangle widths are perceptually identical (i.e.,
foveal evidence of larger width would not be
countered until there is compelling peripheral evi-
dence of shorter length). Interestingly, a meaningful
and often significant overestimation of aniseikonia
has been reported for the AI Version 2.18
Two further complications arise from the use of
anaglyphs. One of them is the size–color illusion: the
perceived size of two physically identical areas varies
with their hue.28–32 The other is the related phenom-
enon that hue and brightness affect perceived depth
and, indirectly, perceived size.33–35 These two percep-
tual phenomena can masquerade as aniseikonia when
red–green anaglyphs are used: differences in the
perceptual (post retinal) processing of the color with
which each eye is stimulated will be mistaken for
differences between the eyes themselves.
The research reported here used semicircles as in
the NAT and the AI Version 1. Also, the size–color
illusion was assessed in an experimental condition
in which semicircle sizes were compared in full
binocular vision, that is, without red–green glasses
so that both semicircles were seen with both eyes.
With the same purpose, data were also collected in
a haploscopic condition without lens-induced anis-
eikonia that swapped the red and green filters
between the eyes, a strategy that could reveal other
color effects affecting measurements (e.g., lateral
chromatic aberrations of the eye, color-related
differences in focus, effects of brightness differences
between the two colors, etc.). For simplicity, we will
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use the term ‘‘size–color illusion’’ to refer to any
aspect of color vision that affects perceived size.
Psychophysical Procedure
The method of adjustment used in Version 1 of the
AI and implicitly required by the NAT has been
criticized for being prone to criterion bias.36,37 Versions
2 and 3 of the AI implement alternative methods that
have long been presumed to be criterion-free, but they
are identically susceptible to contamination from
response and decisional biases.38–41 Alternative psy-
chophysical methods used across aniseikonia tests are,
thus, equally prone to bias. Individual biases of such
type would not explain the systematic and differential
patterns of misestimation reported in the literature, but
the problem of bias needs to be resolved.
A comparative study of methods used to
measure spatial bisection ability for the evaluation
of unilateral visual-field defects42 determined the
cause of persistent discrepancies across methods
and identified an optimal method via which
response biases are eliminated and sensory aspects
are separated out from decisional biases affecting
observed performance. Because the psychometric
properties of that method are independent of the
sensory modality or attribute (brightness, blur, size,
etc.) subject to judgment, this research applied only
this optimal method, namely, a comparative task
with three response options. Each trial under this
method involves a stimulus presentation analogous
to those in the AI although the red semicircle is
presented on the left or on the right at random in
each trial; also, observers report on each trial
whether the two stimuli appear identical in size
or, rather, the one on the left or the one on the
right appears subjectively larger. Finally, ‘‘equal’’
responses are treated in the analysis as a distinct
category instead of being evenly split as half ‘‘left
larger’’ and half ‘‘right larger’’ as is done in the
AI,43 nor are the data from the two presentation
arrangements (i.e., red on the left and red on the
right) aggregated into a single data set. How the
resultant data are analyzed will be fully described
below.
Methods
This research followed the tenets of the Declara-
tion of Helsinki and its protocol was approved by the
institutional review board. Informed consent was
obtained from each subject prior to participation.
Observers
Seven male (including one of the authors) and
three female observers participated in the study. Their
ages ranged from 24 to 77 years. They were refracted
prior to the study and had normal or corrected-to-
normal acuity of 20/20 or better in each eye. All
observers were nonstrabismic, had normal stereo
acuity (,70 sec of arc) by the Randot Stereo Test
(Precision Vision, Lasalle, IL), had normal binocular
vision (fusion) under dichoptic anaglyphic viewing
with the Worth 4-dot Test, and (except for the author)
were naı¨ve as to the goals of the study. One of the
observers was expected to have meaningful aniseiko-
nia due to uniocular cataract extraction and implan-
tation of an intraocular lens with an intentional
change in refractive error to reduce myopia in the
operated eye, in anticipation of an analogous
adjustment to be made when the fellow eye is
operated. Two other observers showed a mild
aniseikonia in our measurements that could not be
attributed to evident optical causes, as they had an
only minimally anisometropic prescription. A further
ophthalmic measurement of these observers did not
identify meaningful differences in axial length, kera-
tometry, anterior chamber depth, or lens thickness
between the eyes, so their mild natural aniseikonia did
not seem to have an optical origin.
Apparatus and Stimuli
All experimental events were controlled by MAT-
LAB scripts under the Psychophysics Toolbox Ver-
sion 3 (http://psychtoolbox.org). Responses were
collected via the computer keyboard.
Stimuli were displayed at 60 Hz on a SAMSUNG
SyncMaster 192N liquid crystal display monitor 37.5-
cm horizontally and 30-cm vertically (Samsung
Electronics, Co., Suwon, South Korea). The 1280 3
1024–pixel image area subtended 28.078 3 22.628 of
visual angle at the viewing distance of 75 cm, which
was secured with a chin-and-forehead rest that could
not prevent observers from making small changes in
head position that would displace the center of
expansion. The stimuli were semicircles displayed side
by side with a separation of 25 pixels (0.558) and with
their centers symmetrically placed with respect to the
center of the image area (the sketch in Fig. 3). One of
the semicircles was green and the other was red so
that each was visible only to one eye when color filters
were worn. Red and green semicircles differed in
luminance but no attempt was made to match them
because anaglyphic viewing implies that they will both
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be seen (monocularly) as equally dark patches on a
bright background, with color becoming apparent
only under binocular vision as a result of cortical
processing. Leakage through the filters was prevented
by adjusting the yellowish color of the immediate
elliptical background using a matching procedure.44
The elliptical area had a major axis of 1179 pixels
(26.048) and a minor axis of 923 pixels (20.398). The
outer red background used in the AI was replaced
here with an analogous black background because a
pilot study showed that a red background disrupted
perceptual stability substantially. It also became
obvious in the pilot study that extra binocular locks
were needed and these were provided by black squares
121 pixels in side and placed at the centers of the four
quadrants of the image area.
The red semicircle was arbitrarily designated as the
reference (standard) and had the same size on all
trials. Its diameter was 257 pixels (5.688) to match the
recommended angular subtense in the NAT and,
approximately, the angular subtense used by Fullard
et al.18 in the AI Version 1.
Black (binocularly visible) fixation aids were
designed to be analogous to those in the AI and
unlike the simple fixation crosses used in the NAT.
They consisted of a 1-pixel wide cross spanning the
entire image area and a patterned central fixation
mark with an outer diameter of 43 pixels (0.958).
Fixation aids were present throughout the session,
even in the intertrial intervals.
With the exceptions described below, green and red
filters were, respectively, placed in front of the left and
right eyes. Aniseikonia was induced by placing afocal
size lenses (Chadwick Optical Inc., Souderton, PA)
with nominal magnifications of 2%, 3%, and 4% before
the right eye; for negative magnifications, the lens was
flipped in front of the same eye. Thus, the standard (red
semicircle) had the same retinal size in all conditions, as
it was viewed with the left eye through the green filter
without lens-induced aniseikonia. The only exception
was the condition to control for the size–color illusion,
in which color filters were swapped between the eyes.
Size lenses, color filters, and observers’ prescriptions (if
needed) were mounted on a trial frame that observers
wore during the sessions. Identical position and
adjustment of the trial frame across sessions with the
same observer could not be guaranteed. Observers
wearing presbyopic correction in their habitual pre-
scription were corrected for display distance using a
þ1.25 diopter (D) add, which should minimize changes
of magnification arising from the use of afocal size
lenses in near vision.45
Based on the tools and variables used in the
grinding of our nominal 2%, 3%, and 4% size lenses,
their magnifications were calculated to be 2.05%,
3.05%, and 4.07%, respectively, although the manu-
facturing process can only achieve these calculated
values to some precision. Magnification was assessed
directly by measuring the change in the deviation of
laser beams passing at different angles through the
center of the lenses, which yielded measured magni-
fications of 2.02%, 2.93%, and 3.97%. For all
practical purposes, we used nominal magnification
values in all calculations.
Procedure
For each viewing mode (short presentation or free
viewing), measurements were taken in nine condi-
tions: a full binocular condition (i.e., without color
filters), two haploscopic conditions without lens-
induced aniseikonia (swapping color filters between
the eyes), and six haploscopic conditions with right-
eye magnifications of 62%, 63%, and 64%. Observ-
ers indicated in each trial whether the left, the right, or
neither semicircle was perceptually larger than the
other. In the short presentation mode, they were
instructed to keep their gaze steady on the fixation
mark and judge overall size; in the free viewing mode,
they were asked to scan the configuration and check
for alignment at the top and at the bottom to make
their judgment (recall that the goal of this study is not
to find out whether observers would have done this
naturally, but to determine the consequences of doing
it). Assurance that free viewing had the intended
effects was obtained during the breaks needed to
change size lenses, in which observers were informally
debriefed about their experiences and difficulties with
the task. With the exception of observer 10, who
admitted to scanning the configuration only rarely, all
observers reported spontaneously that the two semi-
Figure 3. Sample stimulus, peripheral fusion locks, and fixation
aids drawn to scale.
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circles appeared to slide against each other in opposite
directions as they gazed to the top and to the bottom,
a clear indication that eye movements were accom-
panied by head movements and relocation of the
center of expansion, thus providing conflicting foveal
and peripheral size information.
Data in the free viewing mode were collected first, as
instructions given in the short presentation mode (and
the observers’ ensuing experiences) might have prompt-
ed them to maintain central fixation also in the free
viewingmode. Data collection under each viewingmode
consisted of several sessions, starting always with the full
binocular condition, followed by the two haploscopic
conditions without size lenses in a random order, and
continuing with the six remaining haploscopic condi-
tions also in a random order. In short presentation
conditions, trials consisted of a get-ready period of 500
ms followed by the 600-ms stimulus presentation; in free
viewing conditions, each trial also included a get-ready
period of 500 ms but the stimulus was not extinguished
until observers had given their response.
Data in short presentation conditions were collected
in three (occasionally two or four) blocks of 128 trials,
preceded by a practice session of at least 30 trials. In
each trial, the size of the test semicircle was determined
by adaptive methods optimized for efficient and
accurate estimation of nonmonotonic psychometric
functions.46 The 128 trials in each session arose from
sixteen 8-trial, randomly interwoven adaptive staircas-
es, with four staircases starting at each of four test
diameters. In conditions without size lenses, starting
diameters were8,4, 4, and 8 pixels longer than the
standard. When size lenses were used, these values were
shifted according to the induced magnification, with
additional shifts introduced to collect data from
observers suspected of natural aniseikonia. The 16
staircases represented two otherwise identical sets of
eight, differing in that the test target was displayed on
the left in one of the sets and on the right in the other.
When the observer’s response reflected that the test
was subjectively larger (shorter), test size was reduced
(increased) by one step for the next trial along that
staircase, which was not necessarily the next trial in the
session; responses reflecting that test and standard sizes
were perceptually equal changed the size of the test in
two steps in a direction decided at random with
equiprobability. Step size was 2 pixels: the least
possible change in diameter without shifting the center
of the semicircle.
With free viewing, two consecutive 96-trial blocks
were used consisting of twelve 8-trial staircases, two at
each of three starting test diameters (6, 0, and 6
pixels longer than the standard diameter, also shifted
according to lens-induced or natural aniseikonia) for
each of the two possible test positions. Step size was
also 2 pixels and staircase rules were identical to those
described above.
Data collection proceeded at the observer’s pace.
Only a response to the current trial triggered the next
trial. In short presentation conditions, a further key
was enabled for observers to decline responding if they
had missed the stimulus (e.g., due to blinks, inadequate
fixation, etc.), but observers were instructed to refrain
from using this key as a means to give themselves a
second chance with a stimulus they had not missed.
Trials thus discarded were repeated at a later time.
Expected Location of the Point of Subjective
Equality
The point of subjective equality (PSE) is the
physical magnitude that a test stimulus must have
for its perceived magnitude to match the perceived
magnitude of a reference (standard) stimulus. For-
mally, if xs is the physical magnitude of the standard,
ls is the function describing how perceived magnitude
varies with physical magnitude for the standard, and
lt is the corresponding function for the test, the PSE
is the physical magnitude xPSE at which lt(xPSE) ¼
ls(xs) so that xPSE ¼ lt1(ls[xs]).
Under full binocular viewing in the absence of a
size–color illusion, lt¼ ls and the expectation is that
xPSE ¼ xs. A size–color illusion makes lt „ ls and,
thus, significant shifts of the measured PSE with
respect to xs reflect the magnitude of the size–color
illusion. In haploscopic conditions without lens-
induced (or natural) aniseikonia and without size–
color illusions, lt ¼ ls also and the expectation is
again that xPSE¼xs. Significant shifts of the measured
PSE with respect to xs then reflect either natural
aniseikonia or a size–color illusion. These two
potential causes can be distinguished because our full
binocular condition provides a measure of the
magnitude of a hypothetical size–color illusion.
Finally, in haploscopic conditions with only lens-
induced aniseikonia affecting perceived size (i.e., no
natural aniseikonia and no size–color illusions), xPSE
should be shifted away from xs in quantities that can
be anticipated from the aniseikonia induced by the
lens, which is what makes lt and ls differ in these
cases. With xs ¼ 257 pixels, the expected xPSE for
magnifications of 2%, 3%, and 4% are 251.96, 249.51,
and 247.12 pixels, respectively; for magnifications of
2%, 3%, and 4%, the expected xPSE are 262.14,
264.71, and 267.28 pixels, respectively. Note that
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jxPSE  xsj differs for positive and negative magnifi-
cations of the same size. Without natural aniseikonia
or size–color illusions, shifts of the measured PSEs
away from these expectations will reflect a failure to
measure lens-induced aniseikonia adequately.
Model-Based Analysis
Psychometric functions were fitted to the data
from each subject in each condition and viewing mode
to measure the PSE. The theoretical form of these
functions was derived from Thurstonian assumptions
about the sensory and decisional processes involved in
the ternary task. Although the application of this type
of model to analogous tasks has been described in
detail elsewhere,39,40,42,47–49 the model is sketched in
Figure 4 for two sample situations and a brief
description follows.
The psychophysical function l describing the
relation between perceived and physical length has
been shown to be approximately linear via magnitude
production tasks50 and magnitude estimation
tasks,51–53 whereas the standard deviation r of
perceived length increases with physical length.50 The
same holds for perception of circle size.50–52 Consider
haploscopic conditions with perceived size varying
between the eyes due to natural or lens-induced
aniseikonia. The perceived size Si of a semicircle of
diameter x seen with eye i  {OS, OD}, for left eye (OS)
or right eye (OD), is thus a random variable whose
mean li and variance r2i are functions of x given by
liðxÞ ¼ ai þ bix ð1aÞ
r2
i
ðxÞ ¼ ji þ cix ð1bÞ
Without loss of generality, assume that observers
compare the sizes of the semicircles on the left and
right sides of the screen and base their decision on the
perceived difference D ¼ SR  SL, where subscripts
denote position on the screen (right or left) and will
later be replaced with references to the eye with which
each semicircle is seen. Observers give a ‘‘left larger’’
response when D , d1, they give a ‘‘right larger’’
response when D . d2, and they give a ‘‘can’t tell’’
response when d1  D  d2. With normally distributed
Si, the probability of each type of response is
Probð‘‘left larger’’Þ ¼ U ðd1  ldÞ=rd½  ð2aÞ
Probð‘‘can’t tell’’Þ ¼ U ðd2  ldÞ=rd½ 
 U ðd1  ldÞ=rd½  ð2bÞ
Probð‘‘right larger’’Þ ¼ 1  U ðd2 ldÞ=rd½  ð2cÞ
where U is the unit-normal cumulative distribution
function and ld and rd are the mean and standard
deviation of D, which vary with test size x according
to which semicircle was on each side and which eye
was each semicircle seen with (Appendix A in the
Supplementary Material).
By substitution in Equation 2, the psychometric
functions Wj (for ‘‘left larger’’ responses) and Yj (for
‘‘can’t tell’’ responses) when the test (green) semicircle
is displayed at position j (with j  {L, R}, for left and
right position) and the green filter is before the left eye
are (Figs. 4b, c)




























Equations for the reverse arrangement of filters
(red before the left eye) are analogous except that
subscripts OS and OD are swapped; in the full
binocular condition, equations are also analogous
except that subscripts OS and OD are respectively
replaced with subscripts ‘‘red’’ and ‘‘green’’ (Appen-
dix A in the Supplementary Material). Note that d1
¼ d2 renders YL(x) ¼ YR(x) ¼ 0 and, hence, yields
observers who never give ‘‘can’t tell’’ responses. On
the other hand, d1¼d2 renders YL(x)¼YR(x) and,
thus, yields observers without decisional bias. Then,
the lateral separation between psychometric func-
tions for each arrangement (test presented on the
left or on the right) is a pure indicator of decisional
bias.
Substituting Equation 1 into Equation 3, the
arguments of U become
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Figure 4. Model psychometric functions for an observer whose right retinal image is 2% larger than the left retinal image. Color filters
for haploscopic viewing without additional lens-induced aniseikonia are assumed to be placed before the eyes in opposite arrangements
in each column, as indicated at the top. (a) Psychophysical functions describing perceived size with each eye, lOS(x) ¼ 6.4x and lOD(x) ¼
6.528x (red and green lines). The perceived size of the standard (red) semicircle of size x¼ 200 (arbitrary units) varies according to the eye
with which it is seen. The scale of the vertical axis is irrelevant and has been omitted. The variance of perceived size is assumed to be
equal with both eyes and given by equation 1b with jOS¼ jOD¼ 0 and cOS¼ cOD¼ 0.16. (b) Distribution of the decision variable D when
the test stimulus has the same size as the standard and the test is presented on the left side of the screen. Vertical lines indicate how the
decision space is partitioned and mapped onto judgments. The horizontal scale is irrelevant and has been omitted. (c) Identical to the
previous except that the test stimulus is presented on the right side. (d) Resultant psychometric functions in the ternary task. Each curve
refers to the response (left larger, can’t tell, or right larger) and condition (test on the left or test on the right) indicated by the
corresponding color in (b) and (c). The vertical dashed line indicates the point of objective equality (POE); the solid vertical line indicates
the PSE, which differs from the POE due to the natural aniseikonia of the observer and whose position varies with the arrangement of
color filters before the eyes. The sets of curves for test-on-left-side and test-on-right-side presentations are pushed apart by decisional
bias (i.e., when d1 „ d2).
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dk  ðlOSðxsÞ  lODðxÞÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r2ODðxÞ þ r2OSðxsÞ
p
¼ dk  ðaOS  aOD þ bOSxs  bODxÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
jOS þ jOD þ cOSxs þ cODx
p ð4aÞ
dk  ðlODðxÞ  lOSðxsÞÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r2ODðxÞ þ r2OSðxsÞ
p
¼ dk þ ðaOS  aOD þ bOSxs  bODxÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
jOS þ jOD þ cOSxs þ cODx
p ð4bÞ
for k  {1, 2}. Because our experiments involve a
single standard level xs and a narrow range of test
levels x around it, fitting this full model revealed that
the term cOD x in the argument of the denominator of
Equation 4 makes a negligible contribution and does
not improve the fit compared with a simplified
version of the model in which r2ODðxÞ þ r2OSðxsÞ is
regarded as a constant. We thus fitted a simplified
model in which cOD ¼ cOS ¼ 0 so that the arguments
of U in Equation 3 finally become
dk  ðlOSðxsÞ  lODðxÞÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r2ODðxÞ þ r2OSðxsÞ
p ¼ d*k  a* þ b*x ð5aÞ
dk  ðlODðxÞ  lOSðxsÞÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r2ODðxÞ þ r2OSðxsÞ
p ¼ d*k þ a*  b*x ð5bÞ
where a* ¼ ðaOS  aOD þ bOSxsÞ=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ










{1, 2} are the four parameters to be estimated.
Analogous equations with changes in the subscripts
are obtained for the remaining conditions (Appendix
A in the Supplementary Material).
Parameter Estimation and Approximate
Nonrejection Regions
Maximum-likelihood estimates for a*, b*, d*1, and
d*2 were obtained from data for each observer in each
condition using the NAG54 subroutine E04JYF under
the constraints a* . 0, b* . 0, and d*1  d*2. It has
been shown48 that the PSE is the point at which the
ensemble of psychometric functions has an axis of
bilateral symmetry, which can be obtained from
parameter estimates as xPSE ¼ a*/b*. The PSE,
measured in units of x, can be readily transformed
into any required measure of aniseikonia, either as a
percentage or as a factor.
Expected and measured PSEs are unlikely to
match exactly due to sampling error, but meaningful
discrepancies between expected and measured PSEs
should be identifiable. In subject-by-subject analyses
in which a single PSE is measured per condition,
sampling models for confidence intervals (CIs)
around parameter estimates are not applicable.
Nevertheless, rejection regions around the expected
PSE can be determined via simulation methods.
Previous studies have shown that the standard error
of estimates of the location of a psychometric
function for discrimination (the PSE) vary with the
adaptive procedure implemented, the number of trials
and, often, other parameters such as the slope of the
psychometric function.55–61 Appendix B in the
Supplementary Material describes the bootstrap
procedure that was used to determine approximate
nonrejection regions so as to check for the statistical
significance of the deviation of a measured PSE with
respect to the expected PSE.
Results
Size–Color Illusion and Natural Aniseikonia
Figure 5 shows results for each observer in the full
binocular condition under each viewing mode. With
the exception to be discussed below, the size–color
illusion is understandably absent for all observers
under the free viewing mode (i.e., the measured PSE is
virtually at the standard level) because size was
determined indirectly by checking for alignment at
the extremes in what becomes a foveal vernier task.
The exception was observer 10, who reported
compliance with instructions to scan the configura-
tion ‘‘only when needed to make a judgment,’’ adding
that such need did not arise very often. In contrast, in
the short presentation mode where observers must
perform a size discrimination task at a glimpse of the
stimulus, traces of a size–color illusion (i.e., the PSE is
1–3 pixels above xs) are apparent for all observers
except 3, 4, 8, and 9, with the red semicircle appearing
perceptually larger than the green semicircle.
All observers gave ‘‘can’t tell’’ responses relatively
frequently under both viewing modes, with the
exception of observer 3. In general, the psychometric
functions for ‘‘can’t tell’’ responses (black and gray
curves) were narrower and taller in the free viewing
mode than in the short presentation mode, suggesting
more ability to discriminate small differences in size
under free viewing. Finally, under the free viewing
mode, all observers except 5 and 10 showed little or
no decisional bias (lateral displacement of psycho-
metric functions across test positions; darker versus
paler data points and curves) compared with the
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larger decisional bias that they generally exhibited
under the short presentation mode (recall that
observer 10 reportedly used fixation under both
viewing modes so the only difference for him was
the unlimited versus short presentation duration).
Figure 6 shows results for each observer and
viewing mode in the haploscopic conditions without
size lenses and color filters in two arrangements
before the eyes. Observers display decisional biases
and patterns of usage of the ‘‘can’t tell’’ option
analogous to those that they displayed in the full
binocular condition. As illustrated in Figure 4,
natural aniseikonia without size–color illusions shows
as ensembles of psychometric functions that are
shifted away from xs by the same amount but in
opposite directions when color filters are swapped
between the eyes. In line with this argument, in the
free viewing mode (left half of Fig. 6), observer 9
shows weak traces of natural aniseikonia (about 1%)
in the form of a larger retinal image in the left eye and
observer 5 shows evidence of a larger aniseikonia
(about 4%) in the opposite form. These measures may
have been underestimated because free viewing allows
performing a foveal vernier task only disrupted by
conflicting peripheral information about overall size.
In fact, data from the short presentation mode in
which observers perform a size discrimination task
(right half of Fig. 6) suggest larger natural aniseikonia
Figure 5. Psychometric functions in the full binocular condition under each viewing mode. In each panel, the dashed vertical line gives
the expected location of the PSE if perceived size does not vary with color; the solid vertical line indicates the actual location of the PSE.
Because both semicircles are seen with both eyes in these conditions, any meaningful lateral shift of the PSE away from its expected
location reflects differences in perceived size associated to color and independent of any natural aniseikonia that observers might have;
the gray area around the expected PSE denotes the nonrejection region.
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Figure 6. Psychometric functions for each observer and viewing mode in the two haploscopic conditions without lens-induced
aniseikonia, providing a further test of size–color illusion and natural aniseikonia. Dashed and solid vertical lines and gray areas represent
expected and actual PSE and nonrejection regions as in Figure 4, where the expectation reflects no size–color illusion and no aniseikonia.
Note that the horizontal range is broader for observers 4, 6, 9, and 10, and even broader for observer 5.
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for these observers: 2% or 4% for observer 9
(depending on which arrangement of color filters is
considered) and 8% for observer 5. The short
presentation mode also revealed a weak natural
aniseikonia (about 1.5%) for observer 4, which went
undetected in the free viewing mode.
A size–color illusion without natural aniseikonia
has a different manifestation: the measured PSE
would be at the same point for both arrangements
of color filters before the eyes, the reason being that
the red and green lines in Figure 4a (describing
perceived size with each eye) would still follow
different paths within each panel due to differences
in perceived size according to color but their paths
would be identical in the two panels because the eye
with which each semicircle is seen does not make any
difference in the absence of natural aniseikonia. As a
result, the ensembles of psychometric functions will be
shifted away from xs by the same amount and in the
same direction when color filters are swapped between
the eyes. No observer’s data showed evidence to this
effect.
Finally, and by the same argument, joint effects of
natural aniseikonia and size–color illusion show as
ensembles of psychometric functions displaced away
from xs by different amounts and possibly in different
directions when color filters are swapped between the
eyes (recall that many color-related issues may
produce these asymmetric displacements and that we
refer to them as size–color illusions for simplicity).
Data from some observers (e.g., 1, 2, and 7) show
traces of this asymmetry with short presentations that
are consistent with the traces of a size–color illusion
that were identified for them in the full binocular
condition also under the short presentation mode
(Fig. 5). On the other hand, observers 3, 6, 9, and 10,
show stronger signs of a mixture of natural aniseiko-
nia and size–color illusion in the short presentation
mode, although the lack of evidence of a size–color
illusion for observers 3 and 9 in the full binocular
condition suggests other causes.
Lens-Induced Aniseikonia
Results for haploscopic conditions with size lenses
are shown in Figure 7 for two sample observers under
each viewing mode, revealing features that can only
be extracted with a ternary task. Consider observer 2
first (left half of Fig. 7). This observer gave ‘‘can’t
tell’’ responses more often in the free viewing mode
(left column) than in the short presentation mode
(right column): At all levels of lens-induced aniseiko-
nia, the psychometric functions for ‘‘can’t tell’’
responses (black and gray curves) are taller under
free viewing than with short presentations, in
agreement with an analogous behavior displayed by
this observer without size lenses (Fig. 6). Secondly,
and also in agreement with results obtained without
size lenses, psychometric functions are steeper under
free viewing than with short presentations. Thirdly,
decisional bias is larger in the short presentation
mode than under free viewing and its form is
consistent across levels of lens-induced aniseikonia
(darker data and curves are always shifted to the left
of lighter data and curves, as was the case also in Fig.
6). Finally, and more importantly, underestimation of
lens-induced aniseikonia as indicated by a measured
PSE (solid vertical line in each panel) that is displaced
toward 0 relative to the expected PSE (dashed vertical
line in each panel) is generally larger under free
viewing than with short presentations.
In comparison, observer 3 (right half of Fig. 7)
gave very few ‘‘can’t tell’’ responses (and only under
free viewing), has psychometric functions that only
differ slightly in slope across viewing modes, rarely
displays any decisional bias, seems more immune to
lens-induced aniseikonia for negative magnifications
under free viewing, and seems instead about equally
prone to lens-induced aniseikonia under both viewing
modes for positive magnifications.
This range of individual differences in usage of the
‘‘can’t tell’’ response option, slope of the psychometric
functions, decisional bias, and susceptibility to lens-
induced aniseikonia is representative of analogous
features consistently displayed by the data from other
observers across conditions (including the condition
without size lenses). Other observers also showed
systematic differences in these respects between the
free viewing and short presentation modes. Some of
these features (specifically, differences in usage of the
‘‘can’t tell’’ response option, decisional bias, and slope
of psychometric functions across viewing modes) were
clearly apparent in Figures 5 and 6 also.
For a compact display of results about suscepti-
bility to lens-induced aniseikonia, Figure 8 plots
measured aniseikonia against expected lens-induced
aniseikonia for each observer under each viewing
mode, including also data from the null condition
(i.e., haploscopic presentation without size lenses).
Observer 5 shows systematic signs of a relatively
strong natural aniseikonia measured at about 4% in
the free viewing mode but at about 8% in the short
presentation mode. Observer 10 also shows traces of a
weaker aniseikonia of the opposite sign, measured at
about 3% under both viewing modes (recall that this
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observer used fixation also under the free viewing
mode), and observer 9 shows also traces of an even
weaker aniseikonia of the same sign and measured at
about 1% in the free viewing mode but at about 2% in
the short presentation mode. This natural aniseikonia
did not seem to affect the accuracy with which these
observers make size comparisons in the full binocular
condition under free viewing (Fig. 5): Data from
observers 5 and 10 in the short presentation mode
with full binocular vision were only noisier and
revealed broader psychometric functions, suggesting
a size–color illusion in observer 10 and less decisional
bias than in the free viewing mode for observer 5; data
from the also aniseikonic observer 9 showed none of
these characteristics under full binocular viewing,
where data and psychometric functions were indistin-
guishable from those of iseikonic observers. Leaving
the aniseikonic observers 5, 9, and 10 aside, Figure 8
reveals some additional interesting features under
each viewing mode and across them.
Consider first the free viewing mode (left panel in
Fig. 8). Data points fall everywhere under the
Figure 7. Full set of data and fitted psychometric functions for two observers (left and right halves of the figure) across viewing modes
(left and right column within each half) and levels of lens-induced aniseikonia (rows).
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diagonal in the first quadrant, indicating that
measured aniseikonia can be anywhere between null
and the expected value when size lenses are flipped to
produce negative magnifications. This space is cov-
ered in such form because data from different
observers follow distinctly different paths, suggesting
that they carry out the task in different ways that
produce different outcomes under the free viewing
mode. A similar scatter occurs above the diagonal in
the third quadrant (when size lenses are placed to
produce positive magnifications), except that the area
near the horizontal axis is less covered.
Results under the short presentation mode differ
remarkably (right panel of Fig. 8). Data from
observers 3, 4, and 6 describe paths parallel to the
diagonal but meaningfully above or below it. These
patterns were not observed for them under the free
viewing mode, and they are consistent with a natural
aniseikonia in which either the right-eye image
(observers 3 and 6) or the left-eye image (observer
4) is larger than the other eye’s image. It is also
remarkable that the apparent aniseikonia of observers
3 and 6 might have gone unnoticed if color filters had
been placed in reverse before the eyes, due to the
asymmetry described earlier on discussing results
shown on the right half of Figure 6. The natural
aniseikonia of observer 4, on the other hand, did show
upon swapping color filters between the eyes, as this
observer’s measured PSEs in such cases were sym-
metrically placed with respect to the expected PSE
(the right half of Fig. 6).
With or without natural aniseikonia, data from all
observers under the short presentation mode describe
a path that is very approximately parallel to the
diagonal and, thus, indicate absence of any systematic
underestimation. Although these data paths speak for
themselves, we conducted the conventional regression
analysis to check for (overall) unit slope in each
Figure 8. Relation between expected and measured aniseikonia. Expected and measured aniseikonia are given as the increment size of
the diameter of the test semicircle (in pixels) for its perceived size to match that of the standard semicircle, and also as a percentage. The
left panel shows results under the free viewing mode; the right panel shows results under the short presentation mode. Data from each
individual observer are identified by the color described in the legend inside the left panel.
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viewing condition. For free viewing, the regression
slope was 0.697, which was significantly different
from unity (t68¼4.43; P, 0.001), and thus indicates
underestimation of lens-induced aniseikonia (95% CI
for the slope: [0.560, 0.833]); in the short presentation
mode, the regression slope was 0.937, which was not
significantly different from unity (t68 ¼ 0.56), and
thus indicates adequate estimation of lens-induced
aniseikonia (95% CI for the slope: [0.712, 1.162]).
Note also that under free viewing the slope at positive
magnifications seems closer to unity whereas the slope
at negative magnifications seems farther from unity.
This reflects the role of contradictory perceptual
information discussed earlier, which has different
strengths for positive and negative magnifications
under the free viewing mode. In sum, compared with
significant underestimation of lens-induced aniseiko-
nia in the free viewing mode, the short presentation
mode does not result in underestimation and allows
detecting weak natural aniseikonia that is not
apparent under free viewing.
Additional Conditions
The results discussed thus far prompted us to
collect data from some observers under additional
conditions to look for the origin of some of the
features discussed earlier. Because those data address
side issues, their description and discussion are placed
in Appendix C in the Supplementary Material.
Discussion
This study investigated factors causing the under-
estimation reported in the literature when aniseikonia
is measured with the NAT or the AI. We included
control conditions to check for contaminating factors
such as size–color illusions or decisional biases, which
might masquerade as aniseikonia (or mask an existing
aniseikonia) under the conventional protocol. Our
results are summarized next, followed by commentary
on their implications for the clinical measurement of
aniseikonia, for the empirical validation of aniseikonia
tests, and for the clinical management of aniseikonia.
Annotated Summary of Results
Viewing mode seems to be the main factor
contributing to the underestimation of lens-induced
aniseikonia (Fig. 8). With size lenses mounted on a
trial frame worn by observers, free viewing with
unlimited time to give a response allows observers to
relocate the center of expansion and gather contra-
dictory foveal and peripheral perceptual information
about size. The resolution of the conflict appears to
involve weighing the two sources of contradictory
information, which can only favor underestimation.
The strength of conflicting information decreases
when size lenses are placed to produce negative
instead of positive magnifications. In contrast, short
presentations eliminate changes in the center of
expansion while the stimulus is available for inspec-
tion, although such changes may occur across trials.
But, even with short presentations, use of anaglyphs
to measure aniseikonia brings in other contaminants
whose role we also investigated.
We collected data in a full binocular condition in
which both semicircles are seen with both eyes (Fig. 5)
so as to check for a size–color illusion that might be
mistaken for aniseikonia when each color semicircle is
seen with one eye. We found no traces of a size–color
illusion under free viewing, surely due to the fact that
observers carried out a vernier task instead of a size
discrimination task. Yet, we found significant traces
of a size–color illusion in 6 of 10 observers under the
short presentation mode: the green semicircle (which
was brighter than the red semicircle when seen
without filters) needed to be up to about 1% larger
than the red semicircle for both semicircles to be
perceived as having the same size. Although the size–
color illusion seems small in magnitude (when
present) in our sample, it will only contribute an
additive error to measurements of aniseikonia. The
error has bearings on clinical practice although such
errors would cause a systematic misestimation of lens-
induced aniseikonia, not the multiplicative underesti-
mation reported in the literature.11–13,16–19
In all experimental conditions, data were collected
with the red and green semicircles displayed in both
presentation arrangements (red on the left and green
on the right, or vice versa) to check for decisional
bias. We found strong evidence of decisional bias in
most observers, which manifests as psychometric
functions that are laterally displaced for each
presentation arrangement. The magnitude and form
of the bias varied across observers and across viewing
modes for some observers, but it was otherwise
constant for each observer across levels of lens-
induced aniseikonia (Fig. 7). The presence of deci-
sional bias also has bearings on clinical practice, as it
represents a strong contaminant when data are
collected using a single arrangement (i.e., green
always on the right or on the left). Consider the data
for observer 2 under the short presentation mode in
the haploscopic condition without size lenses and with
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red and green filters placed before the left and right
eyes, respectively (rightmost panel in the second row
of Fig. 6). If the clinical test arbitrarily places the
green (test) semicircle only on the left of the screen,
only the darker symbols and curves would be
obtained so that observer 2 would be taken to
perceive a larger image with the left eye; if the test
semicircle were placed instead on the right of the
screen, only the lighter symbols and curves would be
obtained so that observer 2 would instead be taken to
perceive a smaller image with the left eye. These
contradictory outcomes are only the result of
decisional bias, whose presence can only be unveiled
by using both presentation arrangements and analyz-
ing the data separately. In any case, decisional bias
introduces additive errors of clinical relevance that
would cause a systematic misestimation of lens-
induced aniseikonia, but again not the multiplicative
underestimation reported in the literature.11–13,16–19
Our haploscopic conditions also included mea-
surements of aniseikonia without size lenses but with
color filters placed in both possible arrangements (i.e.,
green filter before the left eye and red filter before the
right eye, and vice versa), to distinguish true
aniseikonia from size–color illusions. In most cases
we found the expected symmetric effects of natural
aniseikonia (or lack thereof), but data from three of
ten observers under the short presentation mode
revealed what appeared to be a mild but significant
aniseikonia in one of the filter arrangements and no
aniseikonia whatsoever in the other (see the results for
observers 3 and 6 in the right half of Fig. 6). Data
from two other observers in the same situation
reflected a mild aniseikonia in one of the arrange-
ments of color filters and a stronger aniseikonia in the
other (results for observers 9 and 10 in the right half
of Fig. 6). These asymmetries were also apparent
when we measured lens-induced aniseikonia under
both filter arrangements for three of these observers
(Fig. C2 in Appendix C of the Supplementary
Material), suggesting a combination of color effects
and aniseikonia. Although these asymmetries cannot
cause the underestimation reported in the litera-
ture,11–13,16–19 they indicate that the test protocol
should include both arrangements of color filters.
Development and Validation of Clinical Tests
for Aniseikonia
Our results have implications for the development,
administration, and validation of aniseikonia tests of
the NAT type (i.e., those based on direct comparisons
of the perceived size of haploscopically presented
stimuli), and also on the use of color in such tests.
These are summarized and commented on next.
Firstly, short presentations and viewing under
central fixation are advisable to ensure that observers
truly perform a size discrimination task. Short
presentations preclude major changes in the center
of expansion during the short time in which the
stimulus is perceptually available, although the center
of expansion may nevertheless change across trials if
the observer does not maintain a steady head
position. These changes across trials introduce noise
in the measurements by hampering size comparisons
on trials in which the two stimuli are perceived to be
vertically displaced in opposite directions. It is
important to stress that these problems were entirely
absent in the OE and the SE, not only because those
instruments did not assess size perception but because
the instruments themselves ensured a fixed center of
expansion. Preferably, the AI and analogous tests
should be administered with a phoropter or a similar
device that can be rigidly placed and aligned with the
stimulus plane to ensure a fixed and appropriately
located center of expansion just as the OE and SE did.
In these conditions, the free viewing mode could be
safely used, as observers’ scanning strategies would be
inconsequential.
Secondly, stimulus shape should be such that
binocular fusion of the two haploscopically presented
stimuli is prevented. The semicircles originally used in
the NAT or in Version 1 of the AI are thus more
appropriate than the rectangles used in versions 2 and
3 of the AI.
Thirdly, a test using color stimuli for haploscopic
presentations should clearly differentiate aniseikonia
from size–color illusions. Although such illusion was
not very strong in our sample and it was not apparent
for all observers, it will be mistaken for aniseikonia
when each color is seen with one eye. Adding a full
binocular condition to assess the magnitude of such
illusion should be part of the protocol.
Fourthly, size–color illusions or other aspects of
color perception may produce different measures of
aniseikonia according to which color is presented to
each eye. Therefore, the test protocol should include
separate measurements with color filters in the two
possible arrangements before the eyes.
Fifthly, decisional biases produce lateral shifts of
the psychometric functions according to which
positions test and standard stimuli occupy on the
screen. For each arrangement, these shifts have
opposite directions away from the PSE (the measure
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of aniseikonia) and they can only be differentiated
from true aniseikonia if the protocol includes separate
measurements and analyses under both position
arrangements.
All of these recommendations are supported by
our results and render a test protocol that includes the
conditions and analyses underlying the results plotted
in Figures 5 and 6 under the short presentation mode
(or with free viewing if a fixed center of expansion is
ensured). Note that some of these aspects of the test
protocol are motivated by the use of color stimuli for
haploscopic presentations and the need to differenti-
ate aniseikonia from other color-related issues. A
feasible alternative would involve haploscopic pre-
sentation using a polarized three-dimensional display
system (or liquid crystal shutters in a temporal
haploscopic system) so that each stimulus is again
seen with only one eye. Both stimuli could thus be
presented in black on a gray background, rendering a
test that is free of color vision. Research on the
feasibility and use of aniseikonia tests based on those
principles is still needed, but they would definitely
eliminate from the test protocol the need for a full
binocular condition and, perhaps, the need for a swap
of polarizers between the eyes. Decisional biases
should still need to be checked for by measuring
aniseikonia under each position arrangement for
standard and test stimuli, as decisional bias affects
all psychophysical measurements.
All tests must also be validated and the validation
of aniseikonia tests requires a proof that lens-induced
aniseikonia is adequately estimated. Because placing
size lenses on a trial frame brings about contamina-
tion from changes in the center of expansion across
trials with the same size lens and across conditions
involving different size lenses (even under the short
presentation mode), using a method that ensures a
fixed center of expansion is highly advisable. This
might be easily achieved by using a phoropter instead
of a trial frame. Phoropters already incorporate color
filters, polarized lenses, and all that is needed to fix
each observer’s prescription, although placing size
lenses on them may require a custom-made attach-
ment.
Management of Aniseikonia
We have shown that the location of the center of
expansion has important consequences on the accu-
racy with which aniseikonia can be measured. This
observation, in turn, suggests some perceptual conse-
quences when natural viewing conditions are in-
volved, that is, when both eyes see the same object.
When the cause of aniseikonia is in or on the eye,
changes of fixation in natural viewing conditions also
relocate the center of expansion so that the different
perceived sizes manifest mostly in the peripheral
visual field while the foveated area on the stimulus
plane always stays aligned in both eyes across eye
movements. In contrast, when aniseikonia is caused
by external lenses (e.g., on glasses), changes of
fixation by simply moving the eyes behind the lenses
have distinct consequences: because the center of
expansion remains at a location on the stimulus plane
that is only determined by the position of the external
lens, moving the eyes brings to the foveae images of
different sizes and in disparate positions, requiring
fusional efforts. Our limited ability to accomplish this
especially in the vertical direction may be responsible
for the visual discomfort and symptoms that are often
reported (mainly upon reading) by patients whose
aniseikonia is caused by spectacle lenses. Remole25
seemed to refer to these two situations when he
pointed out the difference between static and dynamic
aniseikonia, showing also that dynamic aniseikonia
produces more visual discomfort than static anisei-
konia, particularly in the vertical direction.
Such distinction does not apply under the condi-
tions of our measurements, where the images seen
with each eye do not need to (and cannot) be fused
into a single percept. Nevertheless, our observations
suggest a simple way to treat dynamic aniseikonia:
prompt patients to tilt their head (and not just to
move their eyes) as needed when they change fixation.
The fact that some aniseikonic patients do not report
symptoms or visual discomfort may reflect that they
learned to do so by themselves. Moving the head to
accompany changes in fixation is a strategy that users
of progressive addition spectacle lenses implement to
look through the part of the lens that is appropriate
for the distance; using a similar strategy should not be
difficult for prepresbiopic aniseikonic patients, re-
moving entirely the extra discomfort produced by
dynamic aniseikonia. Of course, this strategy may be
unfeasible for presbyopic users of bifocal or multifo-
cal lenses. With bifocals, reading with anisometropia
results in dynamic aniseikonia or near-point prismatic
effect and requires prism slab off to assist fusion.
Other options that may make head tilt useful for
managing aniseikonia include the recourse to separate
reading glasses, clip-on frames with a full lens near
add in the magnetic or swing-away clip, or deform-
able adjustable spectacle lenses.62 Various designs of
adjustable lenses have been recently commercial-
ized.63 An empirical study on the efficacy of these
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management options is worth carrying out, but such
study is beyond the scope of this paper.
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